 Semester/Diploma/Master Thesis “GPS on IPAQ”

Now this thesis requires your ideas: We give you an IPAQ device and a matching GPS receiver and you have a good innovative idea for an application in this setting. If we agree that your idea is really “good”—for instance goes beyond a mere navigation system—, you will have the opportunity to realize your project, including implementation in Java, testing, documentation, and evaluation of your application.

If you feel that you are the right student for this kind of project, don’t hesitate to contact us!

Remark: In the case of this project being chosen as a semester thesis, it would have to focus on basic functionality, such as the acquisition and suitable presentation of position data, due to time constraints.

Important
• Innovative application idea with GPS on an IPAQ device

Contacts
• Aaron Zollinger, zollinger@inf.ethz.ch, HRS G7, phone 26401
• Roger Wattenhofer, wattenhofer@inf.ethz.ch, HRS G5, phone 26312